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Fifth survey of Catholics in America released
by Tom Roberts

The latest version of American Catholics is the fifth in a series of surveys of Catholic attitudes conducted
every six years. Taken together, they make up one of the deepest and most consistent portraits ever
compiled of the membership of the country's largest religious denomination.
During the last quarter century, Catholic attitudes and practices, as well as the makeup of the church
itself, have changed markedly even as Catholics have maintained a steady conviction about certain core
beliefs. Stated in simplest terms, Catholics in the past 25 years have become more autonomous when
making decisions about important moral issues; less reliant on official teaching in reaching those
decisions; and less deferential to the authority of the Vatican and individual bishops.
The full contents of the report and an explanation of how it was done are contained in a special section of
the print version of the National Catholic Reporter and is reproduced here, a total of 13 essays
accompanied by a variety of charts and graphs illustrating the findings.
Some significant points:
Foundational theological convictions and the sacraments remain at the core of belief for most
Catholics.

For 73 percent of Catholics, belief in the Resurrection is very important while teachings about Mary
as the mother of God are very important to 64 percent.
Sixty-three percent say that sacraments such as the Eucharist are very important.
Sixty-seven percent rate "helping the poor" as very important, ranking it nearly as essential to their
beliefs as the Resurrection.
Mass attendance rates remain fairly steady but vary across generations. The attendance rate of the
youngest generation of Catholics, known as Millennials, or those coming of age in the 21st century,
is lowest of all generations surveyed. But even most Hispanics, whose attendance rate is higher than
non-Hispanics, agree that weekly Mass attendance isn't necessary to be considered a good Catholic.
The generation known as the "pre-Vatican II" generation is disappearing. At the same time, the
Millenial generation of Catholics is filling the ranks. One of the distinctive characteristics of
Millennials is that 45 percent are currently of Hispanic background and that number is expected to
grow over the next two decades.
Hispanics and non-Hispanics disagree on a number of issues. One significant difference: 70 percent of
Hispanics say helping the poor is important while 56 percent of others say it is. Hispanics also are more
traditional in their views of the necessity to agree with church teachings on a range of issues, including
remarrying after a divorce and abortion, than non-Hispanics.
According to the survey: "One in five Catholics ? says that church leaders such as the pope and bishops
are the proper arbiters of right and wrong" in such matters as divorce and remarriage, abortion, sex
outside of marriage, homosexuality and contraception, while maintaining that either the individual alone
or the individual considering the teaching of church leaders is the proper locus of authority for deciding
on such matters.
In a sign that religion as well as politics is local, most Catholics give favorable reviews to the leadership
of the U.S. bishops as a whole, and particularly of their local bishops. At the same time, the survey "finds
a consensus among American Catholics that the bishops have come up short in their handling of the sex
abuse issues," with most Catholics saying the issue has damaged the political credibility of church leaders
and impaired the ability of priests "to meet the spiritual and pastoral needs of their parishioners."
The survey was conducted online among a sample of 1,442 self-identified Catholic adults who are part of
the Knowledge Networks' KnowledgePanel. (See "About the survey" in accompanying stories for more
detail on the methodology of the study.) The interviews were conducted April 25-May 2. The survey has a
margin of error of plus or minus 3.5 percent.
The survey's sponsors included an anonymous donor whose contribution was matched by donations from
The Rotondaro Family Foundation, the Institute for Policy Research & Catholic Sutudies, the Rudolf
Family Foundation, the Donegal Foundation and the Luger Family Foundation.
William V. D'Antonio, a fellow at the Institute for Policy Research & Catholic Studies at the Catholic
University of America, led this fifth survey, as he has all the others. His colleagues this year were Mary
Gautier, senior research associate at the Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate (CARA) at
Georgetown University, and Michele Dillon, professor of sociology and chair of the department at the
University of New Hampshire.
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